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Shannon Edelman(Jan 4,1992)
 
I am a very nice person I have brown hair green eyes. I love to write poems and
I love to talk to people that can be fun and keep a conversation going. I am
really into people who love writing poems. I sometimes consider myself crazy
and freaky but that dont mean i am like that all the time. but it fun being crazy.
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Harsh Words
 
Harsh words and violent blows
Hidden secrets nobody knows
Eyes are open, hands are fisted
Deep inside I`m warped and twisted
So many tricks and so many lies
Too many whens and too many whys
Nobody`s special, nobody`s gifted
I`m just me warped and twisted
Sleeping awake and choking on a dream
Listening loudly to a silent scream
Call my mind, the numbers unlisted
Lost in someone so warped and twisted
On my knees alive but dead
Look at the invisible blood I`ve bled
I`m not gone, my mind has drifted
Don`t expect much, I`m warped and twisted
Burnt out, wasted, empty and hollow
Today`s just yesturday`s tomorrow
The sun died out, the ashes sifted
I`m still here warped and twisted
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Last Night
 
Last night I sat outside and prayed
For god to take my life away
Bitter tears ran down my face
Tears for the happiness I always chase
The terrible lows, the dizzing highs
I`m watching my life pass me by
Waiting to live, wanting to die
I don`t want to just sit here and cry
Alcohol tempts me it`s intoxicating smell
An easy way out of this painful hell
A couple of shots, a bottle of pills
One`s fast, one`s slow but they both kill
The pursuit of happiness has become and obsession
One word in my head always depression
Maybe tonight won`t be so bad
Tonight perhaps, I won`t be sad
Maybe tonight, I can sit outside and smile
And maybe....just for a little while
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'Yesterday' Night
 
Last night i sat in my room
deciding what to use to cut
myself with but i just grabbed
the blade and slowly put it on
my wrist and cut all the way up
my arm it felt good but always
felt bad, you never know by cutting
yourself you dont know what will happen
or what to do, so i hope you all thnk before
you do anything stupied like cut yourself
like i did over and over again so dont take the
pain on other people but also dont take it that
hard on yourself.
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